
 
 
Number Material Withheld Brief Explanation of Why Material 

Withheld 
Legal / Statutory Basis 

Witness 
Exemptions  

   

#1a Name / Identity of witness 
who fears for his/her safety 
and wishes his/her identity 
not be disclosed 

A witness has requested the 
protection of his or her identity and 
disclosure would endanger any 
person's life, physical safety, or 
property.   

RCW 42.56.240(2) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

#1b Date of birth of witness 
who fears for his/her safety 
and wishes his/her identity 
not be disclosed 

A witness has requested the 
protection of his or her identity and 
disclosure would endanger any 
person's life, physical safety, or 
property.   

RCW 42.56.240(2) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

#1c Personal home, work or 
cell phone number of 
witness who fears for 
his/her safety and wishes 
his/her identity not be 
disclosed 

A witness has requested the 
protection of his or her identity and 
disclosure would endanger any 
person's life, physical safety, or 
property.   

RCW 42.56.240(2) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

#1d Residential address of 
witness who fears for 
his/her safety and wishes 
his/her identity not be 
disclosed 

A witness has requested the 
protection of his or her identity and 
disclosure would endanger any 
person's life, physical safety, or 
property.   

RCW 42.56.240(2) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

#1e E-mail address of witness 
who fears for his/her safety 
and wishes his/her identity 
not be disclosed 

A witness has requested the 
protection of his or her identity and 
disclosure would endanger any 
person's life, physical safety, or 
property.   

RCW 42.56.240(2) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

Juvenile 
Information 

   

#2a Names of Juveniles who 
are in the Juvenile court 
system 

Redacted to protect the personal 
information of a juvenile in the court 
system. May not be released to the 
public except by court order. 

RCW 13.50.050 (Juvenile 
Courts and Juvenile 
Offenders) and RCW 
13.50.100 (4) (a) and (b) 
(Keeping and Release of 
Records by Juvenile Justice 
or Care Agencies). Deer v. 
DSHS, 122 Wn.App. 84, 94 
(2004) 

#2b Records relating to 
commission of Juvenile 
offenses. 

Redacted to protect the personal 
information of a juvenile in the court 
system. May not be released to the 
public except by court order. 

RCW 13.50.050 (Juvenile 
Courts and Juvenile 
Offenders) and RCW 
13.50.100 (4) (a) and (b) 
(Keeping and Release of 
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Records by Juvenile Justice 
or Care Agencies). Deer v. 
DSHS, 122 Wn.App. 84, 94 
(2004) 

#2c Child Victim of Sexual 
Assault 

This redaction protects information 
revealing the identity (name, address, 
location, or photograph) of child 
victims of sexual assault who are 
under age eighteen. 

RCW 42.56.240(5) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

#2d Child victims or child 
witnesses 

Information re a child witness / 
victim is protected to assure the 
rights under law: to not have name, 
address, nor photograph disclosed by 
any law enforcement agency w/o 
permission of the child or 
parents/guardians.     

RCW 42.56.240(5) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

ACCESS 
Database Info 

   

#3a Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Criminal history 
information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3b Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
License Plate 
Information 
 
 
 
 
 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3c Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Vehicle Registered owner 
information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3d Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Wanted persons 
information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3e Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Officer safety 
information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3f Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Gun information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 



law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3g Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
DOL Information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3h Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Stolen Vehicle 
Information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3i Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Missing Persons 
Information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3j Information from 
WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Runaways or endangered 
persons  

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3k WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
DOC Information 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3L WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Stolen Property 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

#3m WACIC/NCIC (ACCESS): 
Court Orders 

WACIC/NCIC/III - information from 
ACCESS restricted to law 
enforcement use pursuant to federal 
law. May not be disseminated except 
to criminal justice agencies; audited 
by the FBI and the WSP. 

28 USC § 534 For criminal 
justice purposes only.  
28 CFR 20.38 Access to 
FBI systems subject to 
cancellation for failure to 
comply with use provisions 
of part C. 

Personal 
Identifiers 
and Financial 
Info 

   

#4a Social Security Number This information constitutes personal RCW 42.56.050 (Invasion 



identifying information unique to the 
holder and which, if obtained by the 
public could be abused or lead to 
identity theft. 

of privacy),  
RCW 42.56.230 (Personal 
information), 
42.56.250(3)(8) 
(Employment and 
licensing), 42.56.210(1) 
(Certain personal and other 
records exempt), 
42 USC § 405(c)(2)(viii)(I) 
(Limits on Use and 
Disclosure of Social 
Security Numbers) 

#4b Driver’s License or 
Identicard 

This information constitutes personal 
identifying information unique to the 
holder and which, if obtained by the 
public could be abused or lead to 
identity theft. 

18 USC § 2721 
(Prohibition On Release 
And Use Of Certain 
Personal Information From 
State Motor Vehicle 
Records); 
RCW 42.56.050 (Invasion 
of privacy),    
RCW 42.56.230 (Personal 
information), 42.56.250 
(Employment and 
licensing), 42.56.210(1) 
(Certain personal and other 
records exempt) 

#4c Credit/Debit Card 
Numbers 

Could be subject to identity theft. 
Disclosure has no legitimate public 
value and violates the individual’s 
right to privacy. 

RCW 42.56.230(5) 
(Personal Information), 
RCW 42.56.060 (Invasion 
of privacy) 

#4d Electronic Check/Check 
Numbers 

Could be subject to identity theft. 
Disclosure has no legitimate public 
value and violates the individual’s 
right to privacy. 

RCW 42.56.230(5) 
(Personal Information), 
RCW 42.56.060 (Invasion 
of privacy) 

#4e Card Expiration Dates Could be subject to identity theft. 
Disclosure has no legitimate public 
value and violates the individual’s 
right to privacy. 

RCW 42.56.230(5) 
(Personal Information), 
RCW 42.56.060 (Invasion 
of privacy) 

#4f Bank Account Number Could be subject to identity theft. 
Disclosure has no legitimate public 
value and violates the individual’s 
right to privacy. 

RCW 42.56.230(5) 
(Personal Information), 
RCW 42.56.060 (Invasion 
of privacy) 

#4g Financial Institution 
Account Number  

Could be subject to identity theft. 
Disclosure has no legitimate public 
value and violates the individual’s 
right to privacy. 

RCW 42.56.230(5) 
(Personal Information), 
RCW 42.56.060 (Invasion 
of privacy) 

Employees 
Files 

   

#5a Photos of Spokane Police 
Department or other 
criminal justice employees 

Photographs in the personnel files of 
employees and workers of criminal 
justice agencies as defined in RCW 
10.97.030 are protected from 
disclosure for their safety and 
privacy. 

RCW 42.56.250(8) 
(Employment and 
licensing) 

#5b Birthdates of criminal 
justice employees 

Birthdates in the personnel files of 
employees and workers of criminal 
justice agencies as defined in RCW 
10.97.030 are protected from 

RCW 42.56.250(8) 
(Employment and 
licensing) 



disclosure for their safety and 
privacy. 

#5c Personal Information in 
employee files 

Personal information in files 
maintained for employees, 
appointees, or elected officials of any 
public agency is protected to the 
extent that disclosure would violate 
their right to privacy. 

RCW 42.56.230(3) 
(Personal information),  
RCW 42.56.250(3) 
(Employment and 
licensing) 

#5d Employee training files Test questions, scoring keys, and 
other examination data used to 
administer a license, employment, or 
academic examination  

RCW 42.56.250(1). 

Criminal 
History 

   

#6a Criminal history not from 
ACCESS- Non-Conviction 
Data 

Criminal history which has not led to 
a conviction or other adverse 
disposition is protected by state law 
and only released to Criminal Justice 
Agencies for law enforcement 
purposes. 

RCW 10.97 (Criminal 
Procedure) 

Officer Safety 
or Intelligence 

   

#7a Intelligence, sensitive 
security, or tactical 
information 

Record includes sensitive 
intelligence, security or tactical 
information the non-disclosure of 
which is essential to effective law 
enforcement.   

RCW 42.56.240(1) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

#7b Undercover Officer 
identification 

Contains information which could 
reveal the identity of an undercover 
officer, who undertakes ongoing 
dangerous / confidential undertakings 
to effect law enforcement purposes. 
Protected to preserve the life and 
personal safety of officer and family.   

RCW 42.56.240(1) 
Specific intelligence 
information the 
nondisclosure of which is 
essential to effective law 
enforcement. 

#7c ID Records revealing 
covert law enforcement 
activity 

Any record pertaining to a vehicle 
license plate, driver's license, or 
identicard revealing the identity of an 
individual performing undercover 
law enforcement, confidential public 
health work, public assistance fraud, 
or child support investigative 
activity. 

RCW 42.56.230(7)(c) 
(Personal Information) 

#7d Law Enforcement 
Information Sheet 

Contains confidential data used for 
law enforcement purposes. 
Disclosure has no legitimate value to 
the public and can endanger an 
individual’s safety.  Contains specific 
intelligence information the 
nondisclosure of which is essential to 
effective law enforcement or for the 
protection of any person's right to 
privacy. 

RCW 42.56.240(1) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims) 

#7e Confidential Informant 
information 

Contains identifying information 
which could reveal the identity of a 
confidential informant. Considered 
intelligence information, used in a 
confidential manner for law 
enforcement purposes, protected to 

RCW 42.56.240(1) 
(Investigative, law 
enforcement, and crime 
victims). 
Ashley v. Public 
Disclosure Comm’n, 16 



preserve the life and personal safety 
of the informant and family.   
Specific intelligence information 
compiled by law enforcement, the 
nondisclosure of which is essential to 
effective law enforcement or for the 
protection of any person's right to 
privacy. 

Wn.App. 830, 836 (1977). 

Photos    
#8a Photos showing a deceased 

person 
Disclosure would violate a person’s 
right to privacy, and be highly 
offensive to a reasonable person. 

RCW 42.56.050 (Invasion 
of privacy)  
RCW 42.56.230 (Personal 
information), 42.56.250 
(Employment and 
licensing), 42.56.210(1) 
(Certain personal and other 
records exempt) 

#8b Photos showing highly 
sensitive material 

Disclosure would violate a person’s 
right to privacy, and be highly 
offensive to a reasonable person. 

RCW 42.56.050 (Invasion 
of privacy)  
RCW 42.56.230 (Personal 
information), 42.56.250 
(Employment and 
licensing), 42.56.210(1) 
(Certain personal and other 
records exempt) 

#8c Photo Montages Disclosure would violate a person’s 
right to privacy, and be highly 
offensive to a reasonable person. 

RCW 42.56.050 (Invasion 
of privacy)  
RCW 42.56.230 (Personal 
information), 42.56.250 
(Employment and 
licensing), 42.56.210(1) 
(Certain personal and other 
records exempt) 

Protected by 
Law 

   

#9 Medical Records Medical records consist of 
confidential and privileged 
information highly personal and 
restricted. The disclosure of medical 
records is regulated by state and 
federal law and not public 
information.  Right to Privacy: 
Disclosure would be highly offensive 
to a reasonable person. 

RCW 42.56.360 (Health 
care), 70.02.005 (Findings) 
and HIPPA (45 CFR 
164.502). 
RCW 42.56.050 (Invasion 
of privacy) 
RCW 42.56.230 (Personal 
information), 42.56.250 
(Employment and 
licensing), 42.56.210(1) 
(Certain personal and other 
records exempt) 

#10a Jail records This redaction contains the records of 
a person confined in jail and is being 
protected pursuant to state law, as 
this information is only available to 
criminal justice agencies as defined 
in RCW 43.43.705. 

RCW 70.48.100 (Jail 
register) 

#10b Jail booking photos This redaction contains the records of 
a person confined in jail and is being 
protected pursuant to state law, as 
this information is only available to 
criminal justice agencies as defined 

RCW 70.48.100 (Jail 
register) 



in RCW 43.43.705. 
#11 Autopsies, postmortems Reports and records of autopsies or 

postmortems are confidential and 
exempt from public disclosure, but 
certain officials with authority to 
examine and obtain copies of such 
reports may access. 

RCW 68.50.105 
(Autopsies, postmortems – 
Reports and records 
confidential) 

#12 Confidential Attorney 
Client Communications 

This redaction protects confidential 
communications between an attorney 
and his/her client. 

RCW 5.60.060(2)(a) 
(Privileged 
communications) 
Hangartner v. Seattle, 151 
Wn.2d 439 (2004). 

#13a Name/Identity of accused 
police officers 

This redaction protects 
names/identities of accused officers 
in Internal Affairs Investigations and 
Inquiries, if the findings are not 
Sustained. 

Bainbridge Island Police 
Guild v. City of Puyallup, 
172 Wash.2d 398 (2011) 

#13b Date of birth of accused 
police officers 

This redaction protects the identities 
of accused officers in Internal Affairs 
Investigations and Inquiries, if the 
findings are not Sustained. 

Bainbridge Island Police 
Guild v. City of Puyallup, 
172 Wash.2d 398 (2011) 

#13c Personal work, home, or 
cell phone number  of 
accused police officers 

This redaction protects the identities 
of accused officers in Internal Affairs 
Investigations and Inquiries, if the 
findings are not Sustained. 

Bainbridge Island Police 
Guild v. City of Puyallup, 
172 Wash.2d 398 (2011) 

#13d Residential address of 
accused police officers 

This redaction protects the identities 
of accused officers in Internal Affairs 
Investigations and Inquiries, if the 
findings are not Sustained. 

Bainbridge Island Police 
Guild v. City of Puyallup, 
172 Wash.2d 398 (2011) 

#13e E-mail address of accused 
police officers 

This redaction protects the identities 
of accused officers in Internal Affairs 
Investigations and Inquiries, if the 
findings are not Sustained. 

Bainbridge Island Police 
Guild v. City of Puyallup, 
172 Wash.2d 398 (2011) 

#14 Information concerning 
Mental Health Services 

This redaction contains confidential 
information concerning services to 
either voluntary or involuntary 
recipients of mental health services. 
Such information, if disclosed, would 
invade an individual’s privacy and 
possibly cause unintended 
consequences for that individual. 

RCW 71.05.390 
(Confidential information 
and records) 

 



Spokane Police Department

Use Of Force Report


Incident Entered By: Captain Craig Meidl


Assigned Investigator: Captain Craig Meidl


Incident Details


Date Received Date of Occurrence Time of Occurrence


11/12/2014  10/22/2014  17:25


Record ID # Incident No IA No


8541  14-358157  F14-099


Date/Time Entered


11/12/2014 23:28


Incident Summary


The Targeted Crimes Unit was conducting followup on a suspect in a string of recent robberies where the


suspect (Joseph Layman) was believed to be armed during the commission of those robberies. Det Tofsrud


(plain clothes) located Layman outside 1630 W. Pacific and attempted to take him into custody (other officers


were in the vicinity and monitoring each others' radio frequency). Ofc Tofsrud believed his undercover status


had been compromised and initiated contact while waiting for his backup to arrive (Sgt Preuninger, Det


Harden, Ofc C Johnson, and Ofc S Lesser). Ofc Tofsrud had his department issued handgun out at the low-

ready position and was wearing a department issued badge on his belt near his holster.


Layman began backing away from Det Tofsrud and refused verbal commands from Det Tofsrud. As Det


Tofsrud closed distance on Layman, Layman attempted to punch Det Tofsrud twice (neither punch made


contact). Layman then ran towards 1630 W. Pacific #2. Det Tofsrud caught up with Layman but noticed


several unknown subjects in the apartment Layman was entering. He waited for backup to arrive.


Det Tofsrud was joined at the front of the apartment by Sgt Preuninger (Det Harden secured the rear of the


apartment house) and reinitiated contact with the occupants of the apartment. There were 6 to 10 individuals


in the apartment; Layman was seen through the front window reaching into a backpack. The officers decided


to make entry for the following reasons:


*Layman was seen in the aparment


*Layman had attempted to assault an officer


*Layman refused to comply with officers' direction


*PC existed to arrest Layman for armed robbery


*Layman was known to be armed during one of the robberies and it was believed he may still likely be armed


*Layman was digging through a backpack while officers were giving him commands; the contents of the


backpack were not known


*The connection to 1630 W. Pacific was unknown and the status of others in the apartment was unknown


(e.g. was Layman an unwelcome intruder)

*Officers were in "fresh pursuit" of Layman, who had just committed another felony (in addition to the


robbery charges) by attempting to assault an officer


Det Tofsrud and Sgt Preuninger both gave repeated verbal commands to Layman, which he ignored. They


also identified themselves as police. As they attempted to place Layman in handcuffs by grabbing his arms


(because of his refusal to follow directions), he pulled away from them. Det Tofsrud then attempted a foot


sweep takedown which resulted in all 3 tumbling onto a bed. As they continued to struggle to control


Layman, Det Tofsrud immoblized Layman's head with his arm and used his body weight to attempt to control


Layman's movements. Layman tried to pull Det Tofsrud's arm away from him. It was at this point that Det


Tofsrud noted a pistol laying on the floor in the vicinity of where they were attempting to take Layman into


custody; there were also several knives clearly visible during the struggle.


At this point a second male who had secreted himself under the bed appeared; surprising both officers. They


directed him to leave. This unknown male left the room into the unsecured apartment. Layman continued to


fight with officers and repeatedly tried to reach into his waistband, secreting his hands under his body, and


tensing his body so handcuffs could not be applied. Det Tofsrud applied a neck restraint to Layman, which


resulted in Layman becoming docile for 1 to 2 seconds. As soon as Det Tofsrud released pressure on the neck


restraint, Layman began struggling again (attempting to pull Det Tofsrud's arm away from him, secreting his


arms and hands under him so he could not be handcuffed, etc.).
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Sgt Preuninger noted that neither officer was able to gain control of Layman and Layman's hands


continuously broke loose of their grasp (and Layman repeatedly reached towards the front pocket of his


pants). Sgt Preuninger indicated he was afraid Layman would access a weapon to use against them (Layman


had not been searched and was known to be armed during at least one robbery, knives were strewn on the


floor of the room they were struggling in, etc). He delivered one closed hand strike to Layman's torso. This

caused Layman to pause briefly, but he quickly resumed his fighting.


Sgt Preuninger noted his backup pistol had dislodged from its holster and was laying on the floor in close


proximity to Layman. Sgt Preuninger then struck Layman 3 to 5 times in the torso in an effort to gain


compliance from Layman and cause him to stop resisting.


Ofc Johnson arrived while Det Tofsrud and Sgt Preuninger were still wrestling with Layman. He indicated that


he delivered 4 to 6 knee strikes to the right side of Layman's torso.


After a struggle involving direct participation by 3 strong, well-trained officers, Layman was finally detained


in handcuffs. During a search incident to his arrest, a 4" knife was located in his front pants pocket (the


pocket he had been continuously reaching for). A suicide note was also located in one of his pockets.


Ofc S Lesser, who arrived as officers were struggling with Layman, removed knives and a hammer from the


vicinity of Layman as the struggle ensued. Both Ofc Johnson and Ofc Lesser clearly heard Det Tofsrud and


Sgt Preuninger giving verbal commands to Layman.


Ofc Lesser interviewed several individuals who witnessed the arrest. One reported, "The officers told him


several times he was under arrest and to stop but he just wouldn't listen. He was flailing his arms and legs


and fighting officers. He was resisting and wouldn't stop.... He literally was fighting back; resisting to the


10th degree. Not even the kids in the group homes resist like that. I have never seen someone resist like


that. It was very obvious he was under arrest; it was like the first thing police said inside."


A second witness indicated, "He (Layman) was tripping and freaking out. He has done too much of some kind


of drug....The cops were just trying to restrain him. It was obvious it was the police....He fought with the


police for what seemed like forever."


Det Tofsrud then applied a second application of the neck restraint, which appeared to result in Layman


ceasing his struggling for another 1 to 2 seconds.


Layman was transported to the hospital to ensure his medical condition and subsequently booked on charges


related to the robbery.


Officers were attempting to arrest a violent felon; officers had PC to arrest the suspect for armed robbery.


The suspect refused numerous verbal commands and and made repeated attempts to evade and resist


arrest. The tactics utilized by officers to take the suspect into custody were within policy.


In compliance with policy per Assistant Chief Smith 01.23.15.


Incident Location


• 1630 Pacific, Suite/Apt: 2, Direction: W, Spokane, WA - : Northwest


Use of Force Specific Information


Reason for Use of Force Service Being Rendered


Fleeing (Felony)  Citizen Contact


Weather Condition Lighting Condition Distance to Citizen


Clear


Citizen Injured Citizen Taken to Hospital Citizen Arrested


Yes  Yes Yes


More than 1 Citizen Involved


No
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Citizen's Build Citizen's Height


Medium  5'7'' to 5'9''


Officer Assessment of Citizen Condition During Incident


Mentally Unstable


Officer(s) Injured Officer(s) Taken to Hospital


No  No


Complainant/Involved Citizen Information


Joseph GB Layman


DOB: 12/1/1985   Race: Black    Gender: Male


Charges against this citizen


• Warrant


Involved Officers


Officer Christopher Johnson - Payroll Number: 

Force used by this officer against the citizen


• Personal Impact Tools - Was force effective: Yes


Force Used Effective? Regions Points of contact


Personal Impact Tools Yes 8 1, 2, 3, 4
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Sergeant Terry Preuninger - Payroll Number: 

Force used by this officer against the citizen


• Personal Impact Tools - Was force effective: Yes


• Body Weight/Manual Force - Was force effective: Yes


Force Used Effective? Regions Points of contact


Personal Impact Tools Yes H 1


Body Weight/Manual Force Yes 3 2
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Detective Lonnie Tofsrud - Payroll Number: 

Force used by this officer against the citizen


• Level 1 LNR - Was force effective: Yes


• Body Weight/Manual Force - Was force effective: Yes


• Takedown Technique - Was force effective: Yes


Force Used Effective? Regions Points of contact


Level 1 LNR Yes 2 1, 2


Body Weight/Manual Force Yes 7 3


Takedown Technique Yes 11, 13 4, 5
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Citizen Witnesses


Arlee Larsen

DOB: 1/5/1982 - Race: White - Gender: Female


Address

• 1630 Pacific, Suite/Apt: 2, Direction: W, Spokane, WA 99201


Shannon Word

DOB: 6/25/1968 - Race: White - Gender: Female


Address


• 1630 Pacific, Suite/Apt: 2, Direction: W, Spokane, WA 99201


Phone

• (509) 919-2758


Officer Witnesses


Officer Robert Lesser - Payroll Number: 
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Attachments


Date Attached Attachment Description Attachment Type


11/13/2014 Police reports, affidavit, search warrant, property sheet, suicide note pdf


1/26/2015 CAD Report pdf


Chain of Command History


Assigned Investigator Signature Line


______________________________________________________


Captain Craig Meidl


Chain of Command Signature Lines


______________________________________________________


Captain Eric Olsen


Sent Dt From To Cc

Sender's


Instructions 
Approved


Recipient's


Comments/Response


11/13/2014 Captain 

Craig 

Meidl 

Captain 

Eric Olsen 

(none) UOF involving 

TCU members. I 

got Sgt 

Preuninger's 

report yesterday;


hence the delay


in getting this


processed.


Routing was NOT handled in


BlueTeam. The incident was


forwarded into IAPro by IAPro


user Ms Michelle Reiner


11/17/2014 Ms 

Michelle 
Reiner 

Captain 

Craig 
Meidl 

Captain 

Eric 
Olsen 

Can you please 

add the type of 
force used each


officer? Thank


you.


[Forwarded by Lieutenant Craig


Meidl without completion notes]


12/18/2014 Captain 

Craig 

Meidl 

Ms 

Michelle 

Reiner 

(none) Use of force 

added for each


officer as


requested. Thank


you! Craig


For your review and approval.


12/18/2014 Ms 

Michelle


Reiner


Captain 

Eric Olsen 

(none) For your review 

and approval. 

This needs to be sent to Lt. T.


Meidl for her review.


12/29/2014 Captain


Eric Olsen 

Lieutenant 

Tracie


Meidl


(none) For your review.
 I'm not sure why this was sent to


me, as it appears to have been


done by Lieutenant C. Meidl, who


responded to the scene.


1/2/2015 Lieutenant 

Tracie


Meidl


Captain


Eric Olsen


Ms


Michelle


Reiner


Use of Force was


completed by Lt.


C. Meidl, who


responded to the


scene.


The actions of the officers were


reasonable and within


Department Policy. The


independent witnesses verify the


officers’ account of events and


Layman’s actions. Their quick


actions may have prevented a


barricaded hostage or a potential


‘suicide by cop’ situation.


1/8/2015 Captain 
Eric Olsen 

Asst Chief 
Selby


Smith


(none) For your review.
 Within Policy.
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______________________________________________________


Captain Craig Meidl


______________________________________________________


Ms Michelle Reiner


______________________________________________________


Lieutenant Tracie Meidl


______________________________________________________


Asst Chief Selby Smith
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